which the norm may be tested.
part of more than one parental family). This gives the impression that the norm is widely flouted. But the analysis does not cease with the sorting of households into &dquo;simple&dquo; and &dquo;complex&dquo; categories, for Shah insists that this dichotomy has no sociological significance, having been constructed solely to provide continuity with the existing literature, in which the &dquo;nuclear/extended&dquo; dichotomy is so common. The meat of his typology is in fact to be found in the sub-groups within the simple and complex categories of households, against
which the norm may be tested.
How well, then, do the villagers adhere to their professed norm ? Many simple households will be simple not in violation of the norm of patrikin co-residence, but simply because they are at an early stage in the developmental process through which all households must pass, others because for demographic reasons they lack members needed to form complex households (e.g. one-son 
